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he also began to write, “deutschland ist schön” on roadsides and bridges. the poem was to
be his farewell to germany. but as it gained recognition and grew in popularity, he decided it
wasn’t quite how he wanted to depart. he changed some of the words to be less direct and

more humorous. he still refers to germany as “das schön, schöne, hellsehntöne land,” — the
nice, beautiful, peaceful land that is. he was appointed a distinguished commander of the
order of the british empire in the 2013 new year honours.. carillion has collapsed after it

failed to secure a bridge loan from its key creditor, insurers markel. carillion, which provides
services to public bodies, private companies and housing associations, said it had agreed to

an emergency transfer of assets valued at £850m to rival contractor kier. this will help ensure
the continued provision of its range of services. pwc said the transfer of assets would free up
more than £1bn to pay creditors. 9.7 billion of creditors. until then, its 2,500 staff and 4,500
contractors were expected to continue working on behalf of clients. merchant forecast a loss

of 7.8 billion pounds for 2014, but said that this was expected to improve to a loss of 7.2
billion pounds by the end of 2017. kier will buy up to 80 per cent of the group at a cost of
£1.4bn, and keep the carillion name. the deal comes after a string of failed bids to sell the

parts of the business it does not have. last month, it failed in a £48 million auction to buy two
small supply chains. paul reynolds, kier’s chief executive, said it aimed to complete the deal

by the end of the year.
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although a lot of doctors say

that they only charge
patients for the time that

they spend with them, some
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doctors do charge patients
for this time as well. doctors

are being asked to justify
their fees and it may include
charge to follow-up after a

patient has an injury or
illness. that's right, the
prices you will pay for
treatment may include

charges for follow-up visits.
if the price of an office visit

is too steep for you, you
may want to look into
visiting a doctor who

charges lower rates. you
don't want to end up paying

more than necessary to
treat a minor illness or
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injury. taking a look at your
medical bills may help to

give you some more insight
into the cost of medical

procedures and treatments.
need help?
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